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Presents a new way of walking lightly on the land

Elegantly combines rustic influences with modern lines for today's western living

Serves as an introduction to the Greater Yellowstone area in Wyoming and Montana, both built environment and landscape

Is an invaluable resource for architects, designers, homeowners seeking inspiration and for those interested in artful living

The philosophy of CLB Architects, Inspired by Place, permeates all the firms design work, from public projects to bespoke homes. Their

portfolio projects — timeless, thoughtful, distinct and beautiful — are examples of how to tread softly on the land in some of the

world’s most iconic landscapes. They introduce a new approach to form and materiality in a region where the design world is often

limited by a nostalgic view of the past. Inspired By Place showcases ten homes by CLB Architects, many of which feature interiors by

CLB’s design team; these are always sophisticated yet comfortable and conceived as an extension of the architecture. From a

streamlined modern masterpiece on the banks of the Snake River to architecture as connected barnlike structures to a private glass

pavilion retreat perfectly oriented for wildlife viewing, CLB’s work references local forms and vernaculars while speaking in a new

architectural language for the Rocky Mountain West.

Chase Reynolds Ewald is an active freelancer, columnist and editor focused on architecture, interiors, food, and travel in the

American West. A graduate of Yale and the Graduate School of Journalism at U.C. Berkeley, she is the author of ten books, including

Rustic Modern, American Rustic, The New Western Home, and Cabin Style. CLB Architects has spent a quarter century helping shift

the design community in the Rocky Mountains from its reliance on historic materials and forms toward a newly expressed but still

relevant and appropriate regionalism in one of the world's most scenic regions. From public projects and sustainable housing to scores

of carefully crafted private residences, each project is uniquely inspired by place.
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